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Sample Circuits according to Safety Categories
n this section, we introduce some safety control system models such as emergency stop systems and safety guard interlocking devices.
The models introduced here are parts of the safety-related systems of machinery systems. For an actual machine system, a thorough risk
assessment of the entire system must be conducted to reduce risks to an acceptable level.  In doing so, many factors, such as hazard
types, safety protection measures and risks under a variety of operation modes, must be considered.  Therefore, the evaluation of safety
category involves the equipment's entire safety related system as a whole.

● Use position switch S1 with NC contact with direct opening function
conforming to the IEC60947-5-1 requirements.
●The use of position switch S1 is in conformity with ISO14119.  Position
switch S1 securely disconnects the control circuit if the safety guard is
not in a protective state.
● Mount the position switch S1 securely to avoid shifting or
dismounting.
●Safety guard system conforms to ISO14120 and safety principles.
●Use highly reliable position switch S1 and relay K1 that conform to IEC
and EN standards.

■Safety Category 1: Sample circuitry of a safe guard-interlocking device that includes a
position switch and a relay

Safety Principles and Requirements
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● The system's safety depends upon the reliability of parts used. Faulty
parts may cause a loss of safety functions.

●A single fault may not be detected.
●Removal of safety guard is not detected.

Maintenance of Safety Functions

Fault Detection
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●Use emergency stop pushbutton switch S1 that conforms to
IEC60947-5-5 or IEC60947-5-1, ISO13850.
●Use safety relay module that conforms to Safety Category 3 of
ISO13849-1 or higher.
●Emergency stop control conforms to Stop Category 0 of
IEC60204-1.
●Use force guided relay that conforms to EN50205 for
externally connected relays K3 and K4. 

■ Safety Category 3: Sample circuitry that includes an emergency stop pushbutton switch
with dual NC contacts and a HR1S-AL safety relay module.

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual non-conforming contact function
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
●Faulty K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restart.
● Detecting short circuit between 11 and 12 (or 21 and 22) of S1.
→ Cannot be detected.

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of 
externally connected relays)
●Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restart.

◆Short input circuit detection function
●Short circuit between 11 (or 12) and 21 (or 22) is detected. 
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted) disconnects the circuit.

◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contact of emergency stop pushbutton switch S1 turns
off power supply to HS1R-AL safety relay module, which cancels
K1/K2's self-maintaining function.  Therefore, resetting the
emergency stop pushbutton switch does not restart the machine.
(ISO13850 requirement)

Fault Detection

Other Safety Functions

◆Dual contact (Redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2) 

→ K2 (or K3) disconnects output circuit
●Safety function against short circuit between 11 and 12

(or 21 and 22) of S1.

→ Circuit is disconnected at 21- 22 (or 11- 12).
●Safety function against faulty K3 (or K4)

→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

Maintenance of Safety Functions
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●Use emergency stop pushbutton switches that conform to IEC60947-5-5,
or IEC60947-5-1 and ISO13850.
●Use safety relay module that conforms to Safety Category 3 of
ISO13849-1 or higher.
●Emergency stop control conforms to Stop Category 0 of IEC60204-1.
●Use force guided relays that conform to EN50205 for externally
connected relays K3 and K4.

■ Safety Category 3: Sample circuitry that includes multiple emergency stop pushbutton 
switches with dual NC contacts and a HR1S-AF safety relay module.

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual non-conforming contact function 
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
●Faulty contact K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
●Short circuit is detected between 11 and 12 (or 21 and 22) of either one
of S1, S2 or S3.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
However, it cannot detect which one is faulty, S1, S2 or S3.

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of 
externally connected relays)
● Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.

◆Short input circuit detection function
● Short circuit between 11 (or 12) and 21 (or 22) of either S1, S2 or S3 is
detected. 
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted) disconnects circuit.
However, it cannot detect which switch is faulty (S1, S2 or S3.)

◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contact of any one of the
emergency stop pushbutton switches S1, S2
or S3 cancels K1/K2's self-maintaining
function.  Therefore, resetting the emergency
stop pushbutton switch does not restart the
machine.

◆Function of detecting faulty contact
of start switch 
(Off-position confirming function)
●Output circuit is closed upon opening the start
switch S4 after it is closed.  Therefore,
restarting is not allowed if S4's contact is stuck
in a close position. (If connected to S33 - S34).

Fault Detection

Other Safety Functions

◆Dual contact (Redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2)
→ K2 (or K1) disconnects output circuit
●Safety function against short circuit between 11 and 12 (or 21 and 22)
of S1, S2 or S3.
→ Circuit is disconnected at 21- 22 (or 11- 12).
●Safety function against faulty contact K3 (or K4)
→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

Maintenance of Safety Functions
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■ Safety Category 4: Sample circuitry that includes an emergency stop pushbutton
switches with dual NC contacts and a HR1S-AF safety relay module.

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual non-conforming contact function
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
●Faulty contact K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
●Short circuit is detected between 11 and 12 (or 21 and 22) of S1
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of
externally connected relays)
●Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.

◆Short input circuit detection function
●Short circuit between 11 (or 12) and 21 (or 22) of S1 is detected. 
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted) disconnects circuit.

Fault Detection

◆Dual contact (redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2)

→ Output circuit is disconnected at K2 (or K1)
●Safety function against short circuit between 11 and 12 

(or 21 and 22) of S1.

→ Circuit is disconnected at 21- 22 (or 11- 12).
●Safety function against faulty contact K3 (or K4)

→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

Maintenance of Safety Functions
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◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contact of emergency stop pushbutton switch 
S1cancels K1/K2's self-maintaining function.  Therefore, resetting the
emergency stop pushbutton switch does not restart the machine.

◆Function of detecting faulty contact of start switch
(Off-position confirming function)
●Output circuit is closed upon opening the start switch S2 after it is
closed.  Therefore restarting is not allowed if the start switch S2's
contact is stuck in a closed position. 

Other Safety Functions

●Use emergency stop pushbutton switches that conform to IEC60947-5-5,
or IEC60947-5-1, ISO13850.
●Use safety relay module that conforms to Safety Category 4 of
ISO13849-1 or higher.
●Emergency stop control conforms to Stop Category 0 of IEC60204-1.
●Use force guided relays that conform to EN50205 for externally
connected relays K3 and K4. 
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●Position switches S1 and S2 can ensure a wider scope of safety if two
different functioning contacts are combined; namely, NC contact with
the IEC60947-5-1 conforming direct opening function (S2 in the
diagram) and NO contact (S1 in the diagram).
→The removal of safety guard is detected at S1.
●The use of position switches S1 and S2 is in conformity to ISO14119.
The switches securely disconnect control circuit if the safety guard is
not in a protective state. 
●Mount position switches S1 and S1 securely to avoid shifting or
dismounting.
●Wiring to position switch S1 and position switch S2 are completely
separated.
●Safety guard system conforms to ISO14120 and safety principles.
● Use highly reliable position switches S1 and S2 that conform to
relevant IEC and EN standards.
●Use a safety relay module that conforms to Safety Category 4 of 
ISO13849-1.
● Use force guided relays that conform to EN50205 for externally
connected relays K3 and K4. 

■Safety Category 4: Sample circuitry of a safety guard interlocking device which includes
2 position switches and a HR1S-AF safety relay module

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual-non-conforming contact function
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
● Faulty contact K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
●Short circuit is detected between 13 and 14 of S1 (or 21 and 22 of S2)
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of 
externally connected relays)
●Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.

Fault Detection

◆Dual contact (Redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2) 
→ Output circuit is disconnected at K2 (or K1)
●Safety function against short circuit between 13 and 14 of S1 (or 21 and
22 of S2)
→ Circuit is disconnected at 21- 22 of S2 (or 13- 14 of S1). ●Safety
function against faulty contact K3 (or K4)
→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

Maintenance of Safety Functions 

◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contacts of position switches S1 and
S2 cancels K1/K2's self-maintaining function.
Therefore, closing the safety guard does not
restart the machine. 

◆Function of detecting faulty contact
of start switch
(Off-position confirming function)
●Output circuit is closed upon opening the start
switch S3 after it is closed.  Therefore restarting is
not allowed if S3's contact is stuck in a closed
position.

Other Safety Functions

◆Short input circuit detection function
●Short circuit between 13 (or 14) and 21 (or 22) of S1
is detected.
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted)
disconnects circuit.
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●Use safety switch with direct opening function that conforms to
IEC60947-5-1.
●The use of safety switch S1 is in conformity to ISO14119, in which the
control circuit is securely disconnected upon removing the safety
switch actuator if the safety guard is not in a protective state.
→The removal of the safety guard is detected by the removal of the
actuator

●Mount safety switch S1 and actuator securely to avoid shifting and
dismounting.
●Wiring to safety switch S1 is protected by sturdy lining, which eliminate any
possibility of shorting.
●Safety guard system conforms to ISO14120 and safety principles.
●Use safety relay module that conforms to Safety Category 4 in
ISO13849-1.
●Use EN50205-conforming force guided relay for externally connected
relays K3 and K4. 

■Safety Category 4: Sample circuitry of a safety guard interlocking device which includes 
a HS5B safety switch and a HR1S-AF safety relay module.

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual non-conforming contact function
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
●Faulty contact K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
●Short circuit is detected between 1and 2 (or 3 and 4) of S1
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of
externally connected relays)
●Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.

◆Short input circuit detection function
●Short circuit between 1 (or 2) and 3 (or 4) of S1 is detected.
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted) disconnects circuit. 

Fault Detection

◆Dual contact (Redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2)
→ Output circuit is disconnected at K2 (or K1)
●Safety function against short circuit between 1and 2 (or 3 and 4) of S1.
→ Circuit is disconnected at 3-4 (or 1-2) of S1.
●Safety function against faulty contact K3 (or K4)
→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

Maintenance of Safety Functions 

◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contact of safety switch S1 cancels K1/K2's self-
maintaining function.  Therefore, resetting the start switch does not
restart the machine. 

◆Function of detecting faulty contact of start switch
(Off-position confirming function)
●Output circuit is closed upon opening the start switch S2 after it is
closed.  Therefore restarting is not allowed if the contact of S2 is
stuck in a closed position. 

Other Safety Functions
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●Use solenoid safety switch S1with direct opening function 
conforming to IEC60947-5-1 and GS-ET-19
(German BG standard).
●The use of solenoid safety switch S1 is in conformity to
ISO14119, in which removing the actuator securely
disconnects the control circuit if the safety guard is not in a
protective state.
→The removal of the safety guard is detected by the
removal of the actuator. 

●The locking construction of solenoid safety switch S1 is
spring locking/solenoid unlocking, which is in conformity to
ISO14119. 
●Mount the solenoid safety switch S1 and the actuator
securely to avoid shifting and dismounting.
●Wiring to the solenoid safety switch S1 is protected by
sturdy lining, which eliminates any possibility of shorting.
●The unlocking switch S3 is closed only when the machine
has come to a complete stop and the hazardous source no
longer exists in the protected area.
●The safety guard system conforms to ISO14120 and 
safety principles.

●Use a safety relay module that conforms to the Safety
Category 4 of ISO13849-1.
●Use force guided relays conforming to EN50205 for
externally connected relays K3 and K4.

■Safety Category 4: Sample circuitry of a safe guard interlocking device which includes
a HS1E solenoid safety switch and a HR1S-AF safety relay module.

Safety Principles and Requirements

◆Dual non-conforming contact function
(Fault diagnostic check at start)
●Faulty contact K1 (or K2) is detected.
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.
●Short circuit is detected between 1and 2 (or 3 and 4) of S1
→ K1 (or K2) back-check circuit does not allow restarting

◆Back-check function (Fault diagnostic check of
externally connected relays)
●Faulty K3 (or K4) is detected.
→ K3 (or K4) back-check circuit does not allow restarting.

◆Short input circuit detection function
●Short circuit between 1 (or 2) and 3 (or 4) of S1 is detected.
→Shorted L (+) and N (-) (power supply shorted) disconnects circuit.

Fault Detection

◆Dual contact (Redundancy)
●Safety function against faulty K1 (or K2)
→ Output circuit is disconnected at K2 (or K1)
●Safety function against short circuit between 1and 2 (or 3 and 4) of S1.
→ Circuit is disconnected at 3-4 (or 1-2) of S1.
●Safety function against faulty contact K3 (or K4)
→ External output circuit is disconnected at K4 (or K3)

◆Isolation of hazardous source
●Safety function against short circuit between 5 and 6 of S1 
or broken wire
→Solenoid for unlocking no longer operates.  Therefore, unlocking is not
allowed. 

Maintenance of Safety Functions 

◆Self-maintaining function
●Opening the contact of solenoid safety switch S1
cancels K1/K2's self-maintaining function.
Therefore, closing the safety guard does not
restart the machine (provided that the guard has a
start switch).

◆Function of detecting faulty
contact of start switch (Off-
position confirming function)

●Output circuit is closed upon opening the start
switch S2 after it is closed.  Therefore, restarting is
not allowed if S2's contact is stuck in a closed
position.

Other Safety Functions


